
Summary:

Objective: To examine the impact of family farms’ cooperative membership on
new technology adoption.

Data: First-hand data of 848 family farms from Wuhan city (Hubei) and Langxi
(Anhui)

Methods: PSM and ESP

Results:
(a) Cooperative membership increases the probability of new technology

adoption by 7.3-9.5%
(b) The effects are larger for family farms with lower operation income and

smaller size

Seven Suggestions and One Question



Seven Suggestions
(1) 2.3 Family farms’ cooperative membership and new technology adoption
Suggestion (7-1): It makes the discussion more intuitive if the authors could add a
figure to illustrate how family farms’ cooperative membership affects new
technology adoption

(2) 3.2.2 ESPmodel
Suggestion (7-2): Equation for calculating ATU is presented but not used in
empirical results.

(a) Either remove it or present the ATU results
(b) If choosing to present the ATU results, the ATU results from PSM model

should also be presented for consistency.

(3) 4.1.1 Determinants of Cooperative membership
Suggestion (7-3): It is necessary to present the results of Marginal effects for a
better interpretation.
Suggestion (7-4): Internet use is widely used as an endogenous variable. You
should either address its endogeneity issue or remove it from your model.



Seven Suggestions
(4) 4.1.3 and 4.2 ATT discussions
Suggestion (7-5): It would useful if you use the findings in the existing literature to
support your ATT results discussions, which can make your discussion more
convincing.
Suggestion (7-6): Factors influencing members and non-members’ decisions to
adopt new technology are NOT discussed in Section 4.2. In this case, Table 6 should
be moved to the Appendix.

Note: Section 4.2 indicated the ESP model estimates reveal that cooperative
membership leads to a 9.5% increase in the probability of new technology adoption
for family farms. However, I did not find the relevant ATT results anywhere.

(5) 4.3 Heterogeneous effects
Suggestion (7-7): The authors conducted heterogeneous effects by operation income
and farm sizes. It is useful if the authors discuss the “threshold values” of the
separation. Readers have no idea what lower/higher operation incomes look like,
and what smaller and larger farm sizes look life.



One Question:
Question (1): Is it possible to create different dummy variables to capture new
technology adoption?

The new technologies include new varieties, new machinery, new fertilizers, new
pesticides, new pest control methods, and new production and management
methods.
New technology adoption (dummy):1=if family farm adopts one or more of those
new technologies; 0=otherwise.


